**JORDAN Eikona 2 Bookshelf Reflex enclosure**

This 7.8 litre reflex enclosure for the Eikona 2 is tuned to 50Hz and has a -3dB point of 57Hz. It gives a good balance of fast, maximum flat bass response with minimum enclosure size.

It is possible to adjust bass output by connecting a 2 ohm resistor in series with the + terminal and give a flatter response when the loudspeaker is away from walls.

All dimensions in centimeters and are INTERNAL

- **Driver**: 1 x JORDAN Eikona 2 fullrange drive unit
- **Dimensions**: INTERIOR - 25h x 16w x 19.5 d cm  
  EXTERIOR (18mm material) - 28.6h x 19.6w x 23.1d cm
- **Materials**: 18mm MDF or Baltic birch plywood
- **Filling**: BAF wadding or or foam pads are used to line all cabinet walls
- **Fixing**: 4 x 5mm screws into shown rebate. Captive T-Nuts rather than woodscrews are recommended
- **Drive unit**: centred 9cm down from the top
  - driver cut out - 11.6 cm
  - rebate - 15 cm diameter, 5 mm deep
- **Port**: 3.5 cm internal diameter x 13.5 cm long (plastic tube is ideal)